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Skillfully administered massage provides sublime relaxation and the feeling of intense

well-being--for your cat! Cat massage is recognized by veternarians as an essential form of pet

care, providing:Relaxation to tense, overworked musclesImproved strength coordination and

circulationFlexibility to stiff jointsEase and cooperation in grooming and when visiting the vetA

trusting, loving bond between you and your catBut, most important, it just feels good. Cat Massage

gives you all the skills you need, including:The 6 Basic Massage Strokes: Gliding, Waving, Circling,

Kneading Flicking, and Rubbing50 Massage Techniques from Whiskers to TailAdvice for Pregnant

Cats, Elderly Cats, Injured Cats, and KittensAdvanced Techniques and "White Glove

Treatments"How to "Voice Massage"
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This author captures the essence of bonding with your cat through affectionate touch. Feline

photographs are great and layout imaginative. Cat Massage is a book you will keep and refer to for

years

This is a great book becasue it is a joy to follow, is illustrated to follow easily, and works! My four

cats, Maui, Shima, Gumpy, and ChiChi, all love me more because of what this book has allowed me

to do - how about a book on dogs - my new lab is feeling left out - GREAT book, if you have a cat -

this is the message manual!

I do a lot of cat rescue and adoption and find that even people who've had cats for years don't



understand how to touch them so the cat will enjoy it. This book gives easy to follow instructions

which can be used to improve anyone's relationship with his or her cat. Cats have an unfair

reputation as being aloof. Hopefully this book will change that!

This is a good book that explains where the muscles and inner workings of the cat are, and how to

help them relax. A lot of times, my cat would be tense after a chase, and she and I would get on the

bed and she would get a massage. She massaged me back with her claws (I call it kneading bread)

to tell me how much she liked it, and her motor was going full speed (purring) so that told me I was

doing something right. It takes a little experimentation to find out what you cat does and DOES NOT

like. There's certain places, like her paws that she doesn't like, but I still try to get a little in, so it's

not so hard to cut her nails.

Maryjean writes a complete nose-to-tail guide to massaging your cat. Its step-by-step instructions

are just fantastic. It's a great way to socialize and enjoy your cat.

I bought this book for myself to help socialize feral cats -- and it helped tremendously. Now, I bought

it for my sister who just adopted 2 kittens, and it's helping them with being handled.

I tried this on my cats and they love it. Helped them to relax and feel happy. I hope your cat love it

too.

I would only recommend this book to people who have never owned a cat until now. This book is

basic common sense and really not worth the money spent if you have already owned cats for

years. If you have, then you will find pretty much nothing new in this book.
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